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once the booking request is received, delta will typically complete the booking and submit the ticket directly to the carrier. this process is common
when a travel agent or consumer does not have a pre-existing account with delta or prefers to use a third-party reseller. it cannot be guaranteed that

the traveler's skymiles account will be credited with mileage for a skymiles ticket booked with an agency travel resource or service. a booking resource
or service cannot guarantee that miles will be credited to the skymiles account. this means that your account on the global distribution service (gds)
will be credited with miles for every booking you make. if a gds account number is not added to a booking prior to travel, you will need to request a
retroactive credit within 9 months of completion of the flight. if a gds account number was already added to the booking prior to travel, the mileage

will be credited automatically. mileage will be credited to the appropriate skymiles account of the traveler, regardless of who pays for the ticket.
mileage from one account cannot be pooled or combined with the mileage of another individuals account. each member must earn his/her own

mileage credit. in general, airlines offer two distinct types of services to their customers. the first is an airline/travel agency partnership, which typically
is not associated with an airline's own travel agency. the airline/travel agency partnership has neither a physical nor a contractual relationship with the
airline itself. the second is an airline/travel agency alliance, which is a contractual arrangement between the airline and the travel agent that provides

a degree of protection to consumers, but does not necessarily lead to direct contractual relationships.
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(i) you may also earn skymiles on delta’s partners’ flights. qualifying miles and qualifying segments are earned on delta-operated flights operated by
delta, delta connection, delta shuttle and select airline partners. (ii) skymiles membership and elite status are not earned on flights operated by delta’s
partners. (iii) delta will provide eligible skymiles members with an online credit for eligible skymiles qualifying skymiles for the first 200 usd in qualified

delta-operated eligible travel on delta. mileage accrual for skymiles members traveling on/after 04/15/2021 on any intra-state alaska flight operated
only by a carrier that does not offer its own frequent flyer program. travel must be booked through delta.com or any delta authorized sales channel.
the qualifying electronic ticket for intra-alaska eligible flight must be issued on delta (006) ticket stock only. customer should include their skymiles

account number onto deltas reservation record locator during booking. if a skymiles account number was not added to the reservation prior to travel,
customer may, within 9 months of completion of the flight, request a retroactive credit . if a skymiles number is added to the reservation prior to

travel, the miles will be credited automatically with no action needed from the skymiles member. travel must be booked through delta.com or any
delta authorized sales channel. the qualifying electronic ticket for intra-alaska eligible flight must be issued on delta (006) ticket stock only. customer
should include their skymiles account number onto deltas reservation record locator during booking. if a skymiles account number was not added to
the reservation prior to travel, customer may, within 9 months of completion of the flight, request a retroactive credit . if a skymiles number is added

to the reservation prior to travel, the miles will be credited automatically with no action needed from the skymiles member. 5ec8ef588b
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